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“It is not that I’m so smart. But I stay with the questions much longer.” Albert Einstein.
5.1. Watch the video “Formative assessment in the classroom.”
a) Compare assessment and evaluation. Are they the same thing? What distinguishes them?
b) Explain what formative assessment is and how it differs from summative assessment.
c) How is it applied in the video? What other strategies can be used?
d) Which positive effects are mentioned by the teachers at Amaroo? Can you think of further advantages?
5.2. Watch the video “Redirecting behavior.”
a) Explain the four ways to redirect children’s behaviour, as explained in the video. Add more suggestions.
b) Which is more effective in early childhood classrooms: reward or punishment? Discuss.
5.3. Outline the “Seven tips for effective networking.” What is the golden rule of networking? In your opinion, is networking
important only for business people?
5.4. According to the video “Five easy steps to create your personal brand,” you need values, attitude, passion, and
purpose to position yourself and your career.
a) Check one of the lists of values available on the Internet. Which are the ten most important values for you?
b) If you had to describe yourself in six words, which ones would they be? Would your friends and family agree?
c) In your opinion, how important is it to take care of your personal and professional reputation?
d) Which social networking sites do you use? Do you show yourself there as you really are? Aren’t you afraid of
posting potentially embarrassing information? (If you don’t use any of those popular sites, explain why.)
5.5. By the end of this week your glossary should already have 350 terms.

